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What Do You Call People
With Disabilities?
In most cases, you can use the same words for people with disabilities that you would use for anyone else:
friends, neighbors, coworkers, Dad, Grandma, Joe’s sister, my big brother, our cousin, Mrs. Schneider, George,
husband, wife, colleague, employee, boss, reporter, driver, dancer, mechanic, lawyer, judge, student, educator,
home owner, renter, man, woman, adult, child, partner, participant, member, voter, citizen, amigo, or any other
word you would use for a person.

Examples of People-First Language
Say this (examples of what you should say) ...

Not this ... (examples of what you should not say)

people with disabilities

the handicapped, the disabled

people without disabilities

normal, healthy, whole or typical people

person who has a congenital disability

person with a birth defect

person who has (or has been diagnosed with)…

person afflicted with, suffers from, a victim of…

person who has Down syndrome

Downs person, mongoloid, mongol

person who has (or has been diagnosed with) autism

the autistic

person with quadriplegia, person with paraplegia,
person diagnosed with a physical disability

a quadriplegic, a paraplegic

person with a physical disability

a cripple

person of short stature, little person

a dwarf, a midget

person who is unable to speak, person who uses a
communication device

dumb, mute

people who are blind, person who is visually impaired

the blind

person with a learning disability

learning disabled

person diagnosed with a mental health condition

crazy, insane, psycho, mentally ill, emotionally
disturbed, demented

person diagnosed with a cognitive disability or with
an intellectual and developmental disability

mentally retarded, retarded, slow, idiot, moron

student who receives special education services

special ed student, special education student

person who uses a wheelchair or a mobility chair

confined to a wheelchair; wheelchair bound

accessible parking, bathrooms, etc.

handicapped parking, bathrooms, etc.

